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Adriana
Mullis

My name is Adriana
Mullis, and I started
karate when I was six
years old and have been
training for 12 years.
Karate has taughtme and
continues to teach me
about respect, discipline,
confidence, and so much
more. Karate has shown
me how to be stronger
mentally, physically, and
spiritually. I began
competing when I was 8,
and I still strive to do my
best and win at each
tournament. In 2021, I
started to train in
Kokusai Shotokan karate,
and I fell in love with
karate all over again. In
2022, I was scouted for
the WUKF World
Championship to
compete on the
American team. Female
representation is very
important to me in the
world of karate, and I
hope to show more girls
my love for martial art
and be the inspiration
they need to start. I am
incredibly thankful for all
my friends, parents, and
teachers that have
gotten me to this point.
My relationship with
karate has been up and
down throughoutmy life,
but I know now that it
will be a part of me for
the rest of my life and I
cannot wait to learn,
teach, and compete
more. Karate is
absolutely more than
just a sport or martial art,
it is a way of life.

Photos Credits :: Jeremy
Kindy
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My name is Allan. I am
12 years old from the
USA. I play Brazilian
jitsu, I am also
interested in baseball,
though I play it not often
. My biggest aim in life is
to become the best jitsu
player and represt my
country in future.

Allan
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Ally
Sibug

My name is Alessandra “ALLY” Sibug. I’m a 5 yr old
Brazilian Jiu Jitsu fighter under Gracie Barra
Tarzana. I was born and raised in Los Angeles, CA. I
started doing BJJ when I turned 4yrs old. I train
5-6X a week under one of the best BJJ
practitioners - Professor João Pedro Soeiro.

My goal is to be the youngest female BJJ black
belter while getting straight A’s in school and also
to inspire young girls not to be scared to try BJJ.

Notable achievements:

Gold at CompNet Winter 2022

Gold at NABJJF Valley Open 2022

Gold at Jiu Jitsu World League TheWorlds 2022

Gold at Jiu Jitsu World League California V

Silver at Grappling X West Coast Jiu Jitsu
Championship

I will be competing at the IBJJF Pan Ams on July
23, 2022 at Kissimmee, Florida.

Photos Credits :: Angelo Sibug
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Ana
Clara
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Ana
Clara

My name is Ana Clara . I am 8
years old from the state of
Colorado, US. I am a great jitsu
enthusiast and always excited
for it. I also enjoy clicking
pictures. As of now, I have no
such aim of becoming a
professional player. I just
enjoy the game which I want
to do further.
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Brocheriou

My name is Tristan Brocheriou, I am 10 years
old, I started Karate at 4 years old, my style is
Wado Ryu, coached by my Sensei : Benjamin
Biagiotti https://www.instagram.com/
biagiottibenjamin in my club in the city of
Courbevoie in France. I am also a member of
WIKF France (Wado International Karate Do
Federation). I am specialized in Kata. I am
passionate about martial arts, and I train 5
times a week, and I am currently preparing for
the WIKF European Cup 2022/2023. I am
lucky to have my dad who accompanies me in
this passion https://www.instagram.com/
olivier_brocheriou/

You can follow me on my instagram https://
www.instagram.com/tristan_brocheriou/

Thanks to the Martial Sports Magazine team

Tristan Brocheriou

Photos Credits :: https://www.instagram.com/
olivier_brocheriou/
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Cyra, Keyan,
Kayan Eskandari

Hi, we are the Persian Irish Triplets. Our names are
Cyra 7, Keyan 6, and Kayan 6, Eskandari. We have
been doing Jiu Jitsu for over a year, and we love
the challenge. The coaches at Rounders MMA are
the best, and not only that, we are all a family.
They have taught us to never give up. In Jiu Jitsu
teaching, respect is one of the core tenets all kids

must learn and perform both on and off the mat.
That means bowing to instructors and opponents
at competitions, as well as treating every person
with decency and kindness. Our dream is that by
the time we grow up, Jiu Jitsu will be part of the
Olympics, sowe can be the first Irish triplets to be
Olympic champions.
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Ember
Tuttle
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My name is Ember Tuttle and I am
currently a 7 year old Grey Belt that trains
at Diego Bispo Academy under Professor
Diego and the many other AMAZING
coaches that dedicate their time, talent,
and support at my gym. You can always
recognize me by my pink hair!

Since I am only 7 years old, my dreams
consist of becoming a mermaid, owning
my own rainbow unicorn, becoming a
singer and seeing Jiu-Jitsu become an
Olympic sport.

My Jiu-Jitsu goals are to place 1st at the
2022 IBJJF PANS KIDS for my bracket, and
if not this year, then next year. I want to
keep training until the Belt turns BLACK!
And lastly, I would very much like to learn
enough to help teach younger kids this
sport. I think it is very important for young
kids to learn jiu-jitsu so they can defend
themselves, gain confidence, and meet a
lot of really nice people.

Currently I hold 6 Gold Medals, 6 Silver
Medals, 4 Bronze Medals, and 1 Samurai
Sword! My latest win was winning double
Gold at Newbreed in both the Gi and NoGi
brackets. Hopefully, I will be increasing
my Gold medal count at PANS in a few
weeks.

My biggest challenge is that I get in my
head a lot. It is something that I work on
daily, but with the help of my Jiu-Jitsu
family, my actual family, and my friends, I
am learning to be more confident. My
favorite part about Jiu-Jitsu, other than
choking out boys, is the amazing friends I
have made and how much love and
support the community offers me.

The grind can be hard, there are times I
want to give up, but regardless how hard
and discouraging it may get, I have never
once given up, and I never plan to.

Happy hunting and I'll see ya on the mats!

Photos Credits :: Emily Walsh from Em
Walsh Photography

Ember
Tuttle
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Gabrielle
Ciprianni
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Gabrielle
Ciprianni

My name is
Gabrielle. I am from
London. I am
professional jitsu
player. Recently I
have won Austrian
open. It was a very
memorable trip. I
got to learn somany
new things. After
losing the first
match, I was a bit
tensed but then I
managed to win the
tournament.
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Haylette
Pratico
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Haylette
Pratico

My name is Haylette
Pratico, I started
training in the Martial
Arts motivated by my
3 1/2 years old son,
who asked me to join
him in his TaeKwondo
classes. I have been
competing in sport
since I was 6 years old,
my first medal was in
Gimnastic follow by
many more in track
and field especially in
200m, 4 x 100m relay,
long Jump, javelin,
Sweeming and other
team sports like
Baseball and
volleyball.

It was always my
dream to be able to
compete in Martial
Arts, I knew it would
be a challenge do to
my late start in life,
fortunately my pass
experiences in sports
and competition help
me to achieve my

dreams of being one
of the best in my
division. Because of
that I was fortunate to
be recognized by
Team Revolution
through which I was
able to have more
opportunities to
compete on a World
wide Stage!

What is my goal? My
goals are to keep
healthy and active as
much I can to keep
doing what I love, to
keep inspiring my
students, friend and
family. To keep being
that role model for my
kids that look up to
me, set a vivid
example that
everything you do
with Love, discipline
and positive mindset
it’s posible to Achieve!

Photos Credits ::
Haylette Pratico
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Julian
Friedman

My name is Julian. I am eight
years old from the city of
London. I do gymnastic not just
for the sake of doing but
because it really excites me. As a
kid, I am always enthusiastic
about gymnastic. My passion has
yielded results as well as I have
won several championships in
gymnastic in the city .
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Landry
Papis

My name is Landry Cole Papis, my
coaches gave me the nickname the
"Pitbull" after my first tournament my
dad a U.S. Marine Veteran added the
American to it. Now my fight name is
"The American Pitbull" I started jujitsu
to have something to do after baseball
and fell in love with it right away. I have
the greatest coaches at Graham MMA
American Killer Bees in Petal Ms. My
dream is to one day become a black
belt and a world champion, open my
own gym so I can teach and help other
kids like me. With the help of my
coaches; coach JohnMichael Alexander,
coach Doug "The Grudge" Freeman, and
professor Eric Graham I have become
very successful in tournaments and just
received my 3rd stripe on my white
belt. So far I havewon 2 Gold, 2 Silver, 1
bronze in 3 tournaments with AGF. later
this month I will take my skills and
challenge myself at NAGA U.S.
Nationals in Foley, AL. Jujitsu has come
really easy to me at a young age my
coaches say that I pick it up quicker
than most my age. I have struggled at
times to be calm and relax and to
remember to keep an open mind and
learn. It's hard sometimes competing
when hundreds of people are watching
and cheering for you and your
competitors. I love the sportsmanship
of competing and have made several
friends this year, although we compete
on themats afterwardswe shake hands,
hug and congratulate each other. So far
I have 2 main sponsors, the 1st to
sponsor me was David Black of
Clearwater FL, owner of Omega Dog
Treats. The 2nd, most recent is from Jeff
and Amy Morgan, owners of Safeguard
Pest Management in Florence Ms. I
wanted to thank them for all they do for
me. My family has always supported
me, my dad was my 1st coach and still
helps from time to time. I have had the
honor to train with Anderson Silva and
several of the best local MMA Fighters
in Mississippi.

Photos Credits :: Kenneth Papis
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My name is Matt Demps, I am
a self taught martial artist. I
really wanted to do martial
arts but never could so I
taught myself and was able to
teach myself a lot. I'm really
proud of myself because
despite circumstances I was
still able to become an
excellent martial artist.

Photos Credits :: Myself

Matt
Demps
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Nikolozi
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I'm Nicholas 11 years old I
live in Spain I'm Georgian I
have one gold and two
bronze medals Very big
success ahead I'm sure of that

Nikolozi
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